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THE Happiest Days of Your Tite.” which ihe

Chelmsford Amateur Operatic & Dramatic Society
. . . Me. ‘

e presenting this week at the Regent Theatre. is a

tous romp. The company fling themselves into this

ree of English school life with eusto, and Monday's

icked house obviously enjoved it

Oddly cnough, the “ Heads ” of}
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organ and Mary Leech, scemed
S happy in their parts than the

‘porting cast. They were 4
€ too: to guy the
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end Maths ered
auc full use of) his mitt. for

medy. Ann Massey pursued him
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Stress, Miss Gossage,
She. too, tended to overplay her.
tt at first, but as the evening:

wre on she became far morc

edible. Her appearance in net-:
Il kit was one of the best:

sments of the evening.

The depressed porter, Rainbird.
is well played by Roy Cooper. '

10 made him completely credible, |

en to his way of walking

> stage

Holy terrors !
As the holy terrors who

at the pupils of both the schools. |

an Harper and Daphne Arm-,

‘ong rushed on and off the Stage |

eating chaos wherever they went.
aphne Armstrong showed us:
hoolgirl “crush” on a mistress.
rich was neither nauseating nor;
credible,

Rosemary Gornall made a pretty
iglish mistress, but Alec Torry, as
YT Opposite number, was nothing:

‘€ sure enough of his words.

William Rondel made a late, but!
‘ective, appearance as a bluster-;
g father, with Joan Wilson, Ruth:

and Brian Squire as the other,

irents. '
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ightly under-rehearsed, some of!
€ actions and ware,
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